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Let the old ways be yourLet the old ways be your
guide to good health andguide to good health and

well-being.well-being.

Oldways is a nonprofit food and nutritionOldways is a nonprofit food and nutrition
education organization, with a mission to guideeducation organization, with a mission to guide
people to good health throughpeople to good health through  heritage, usingheritage, using
practical and positive programs grounded inpractical and positive programs grounded in
science and tradition. Simply, we advocate forscience and tradition. Simply, we advocate for
the healthful pleasures of real food.the healthful pleasures of real food.



 “ “I have yet to hear of a traditional dietI have yet to hear of a traditional diet — —
from any culture, anywhere in the worldfrom any culture, anywhere in the world
—— that is not substantially healthier than that is not substantially healthier than

the the ‘‘standard American diet.standard American diet.’’ The The
moremore  we honor cultural differences inwe honor cultural differences in

eating, the healthier we will be.eating, the healthier we will be.””

-- Michael -- Michael PollanPollan, , The New York TimesThe New York Times
Magazine, Sunday, October 2, 2011Magazine, Sunday, October 2, 2011



OldwaysOldways

 Known for its consumer food guides:

1. Mediterranean Diet Pyramid (1993)

2. Asian Diet Pyramid (1995)

3. Latin American Diet Pyramid (1996)

4. Vegetarian Diet Diet Pyramid (1997)

5. African Heritage Diet Pyramid
  (to be announced November 9, 2011)



OldwaysOldways

Develops other programs:

1. Whole Grains Council and Stamp Program (2003)

2. Latino Nutrition Collection (2005)

3. Mediterranean Foods Alliance (2006)

4. Other international consumer education programs such as 
    The Healthy Pasta Meal (2004)

5. Oldways Nutrition Exchange for Supermarket Dietitians

6. Culinary Travel



OldwaysOldways

Bringing together an interesting and
powerful mix of professionals:

Scientists
Chefs

Food Industry
Journalists

Health Professionals
Supermarket and Retail Professionals

Community Organizations

By working TOGETHER, we can succeed
and change the way people eat.



The ContextThe Context

In 2002…

Low carb “fad diet du jour” arrived via
The New York Times Sunday Magazine story,
“What if Fat Doesn’t Make You Fat?”



Another fad dietAnother fad diet……

As Dun Gifford, Oldways’ Founder, wrote

This time the low-carb diet – another “rogue wave” fad diet
– had rolled up out of the deep, and…dietary anarchy was
once again on the loose.

• Companies made low-carb products.

• Consumers were confused – avoided carbs and
anything that was “white food.”

• At first, consumers lost weight…but found they couldn’t
stay on the diet for long.

• There were potential long-term health risks.



To reverse thisTo reverse this
““rogue tidal waverogue tidal wave”…”…

In 2004…

Oldways organized a high-level scientific conference in
Rome to review current nutrition evidence about
carbohydrates in general and the traditional pasta meal in
particular.

At its conclusion, the nutrition scientists in attendance from
six countries issued a Scientific Consensus Statement on

THE HEALTHY PASTA MEAL



To Help Dispel Pasta MythsTo Help Dispel Pasta Myths

Just prior to this 2004 conference, the cover
story of a major news magazine [Newsweek]
reported that white spaghetti was a food to
avoid, because it had a high glycemic rating.

A nearly illegible footnote stated that the
pasta with this rating had been boiled for 20
minutes.



Pasta and PartnersPasta and Partners

This surprised the Rome conference scientists,
because anything cooked to inedible mush will
consequently have an artificially inflated glycemic
index.

•Pasta has a naturally low glycemic index

•No one eats pasta “naked”

This was part of the big news of the 2004 conference
– and in the real world – helped consumers
understand the healthfulness of the pasta meal.











In a 2010 scientific conferenceIn a 2010 scientific conference
in Rio de Janeiro, Brazilin Rio de Janeiro, Brazil……

20 scientists from 13 countries gathered
to update the Healthy Pasta Meal and
the Scientific Consensus Statement.

WHY?



Why focus onWhy focus on
healthy pasta meals?healthy pasta meals?

1. Obesity on the rise

2. Lack of balance in diet

3. Consumer confusion about health and
affordability of healthy food

4. Malnutrition in parts of the world









This symposium programThis symposium program
focuses on these pointsfocuses on these points……

• Role of total diet

• Weight loss & management

• Vegetable consumption, affordability, &
cultural traditions

• Improving health communications



Thank You!Thank You!


